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Learning Outcomes: 
 
• Define/identify self-regulated learning (SRL) and its 

need in teaching and learning environment. 
• Know the strategies for helping students to be self-

regulated learners. 
• Motivated to implement a few (maybe one) in your next 

student interaction. 
 
 



Self Regulation: 
  
 Self-generated thoughts feelings and behaviours 

which are oriented to attaining goals. 
 Override immediate demands in favour of long-term 

goals. 
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Identify 
 Self-Regulation 



Need for self regulation in learning 

What  are expected graduate attributes for TIET? 
 

Groups of 5 
 

(5-7 Minutes) 

Learning is a relatively permanent influence on behaviour, 
knowledge, and thinking skills, which comes about through 
experience.  





 

The aim of education is not to make learners know all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aim is to empower student/learner so that they can: 
o Build, enrich and nurture their own knowledge.  
o Become lifelong learners—intentional, independent, self-directed 

learners who can acquire, retain, and retrieve new knowledge on their 
own 



 
Teacher needs to impart: 
• Basic and carefully chosen concepts  
• The conceptual and technological tools needed to elaborate on 

them 
ABILITY and the WILL to do so! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teaching students to control their learning by making them aware 
of how to choose the best learning strategies. 

 



Learning depends strongly on the quality of the student 
engagement with the learning opportunities.  

Teachers play a very important role in determining the student 
engagement! 



Student engagement: the amount of time, energy 
and resources devoted  by the student to activities 

designed to enhance learning 

student participation, effort, 
attention, persistence and positive 

conduct towards the learning activity  
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Cycle of Self-Regulated Learning 



What characterizes a  
self-regulated 

 learner? 



Self-Regulated learner  is characterized by: 
 
 Set goals (appropriate ones based on final goal and conditions). 

 Select appropriate strategy to attain goals (know their own strengths 
and have strategy literacy). 

 Monitor progress (can self-evaluate) 

 Restructure if the goals are not being met (can reflect and do causal 
attribution correctly) 

 Adapting future methods based on what was learned this time through 
(can persist even in face of failure) 

 Use time efficiently (avoid procrastination and use self knowledge) 

 

 



• Beliefs about the self as a learner influence decisions made about goal 
setting and strategy adopted. 

• Learners have to believe they can learn, whatever the task before them, 
and they need to be motivated. 

 Promote expectations and beliefs that optimize motivation. 
 
• Knowledge about different strategies for doing the task. 
• Explore their beliefs about themselves as learners. 
 Facilitate personal coping skills and strategies.  
 
• Reflection process can be derailed if the casual attribution is not correct. 
• Self-Assessment/Self-monitoring skills. 
 Develop Self Assessment and reflection skills. 



List 3 activities which can be done to reinforce the  self-regulated 
learning skills in class. 
What activities can be facilitated by the teacher in class/interaction to 
reinforce SRL skills? 
(Discuss in groups, 10 minutes)  



Some Activities: 

 Discussions involving real life meaningful examples for motivation  

 Setting goals 

 Muddiest points 

 Key terms (Hard/easy) 

 Minute paper 

 Think-Pair-Share 

 Space-Time for arriving at the solution  

 Peer-Evaluation exercise (Set up precise rules) 

 Self-Evaluation exercise on test results. 

 Time management skills 

 Learning strategy literacy 

Ability to learn is not a fixed quantity! 



Building self-regulation skills is a continuous process.  
5 R’s for continual support: 
 
1. Regularity  
2. Repetition – Builds neural pathways that become habits 
3. Reflection  
4. Research – Support students in choosing which tools work best 

for them 
5. Reach Out  
 



Summary: 
 Self-Regulated Learners transform their mental abilities into 

academic skills by self direction 
 Fostering SRL means making the  students self-aware and more 

mindful about their learning and learning strategies 
 Developing SRL involves student engagement and is a continuous 

process. 
 Implement a few (maybe two/three) from your next class 

(Lecture/Tutorial/Lab). 
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